## MONDAY, NOV 23
Fraunhofer IWS

**KMU-Workshop “Innovativ mit Lasertechnik”**
*Workshop dedicated to SME (in German)*

- Business Forum with industry talks
- Open Lab: Visit of the Fraunhofer IWS’ labs & get together

## TUESDAY, NOV 24
Int. Congress Center Dresden

**Opening Plenary Day I**
- Plenary Talks
- Exhibitor Pitches

**Parallel Sessions**
- New Lasers & Applications
- Systems Technology & Components
- Laser Cladding
- Nano Structuring & Processing
- Large Area Laser Processing & Functionalization
- High Speed Laser Processing

**Poster Session**

## WEDNESDAY, NOV 25
Int. Congress Center Dresden

**Opening Plenary Day II**
- Plenary Talks
- Exhibitor Pitches

**Parallel Sessions**
- Laser Welding
- Laser Cutting
- Heat Treatment
- Additive Manufacturing

**Closing Plenary**

**Accompanying Industrial Exhibition**

**Evening Reception & Networking**

---

**“NEW COLORS – NEW CHANCES”**

**NOVEMBER 23–25, 2020**

**DRESDEN, GERMANY**

[www.lasersymposium.de](http://www.lasersymposium.de)
NEW COLOURS – NEW CHANCES

For the eleventh time in a row, the International Laser Symposium in Dresden, organized by Fraunhofer IWS, brings together world’s leading laser experts, end-users and newcomers from industry and academia. This year we will focus on latest laser developments and their suitability for industrial applications. With some colors available in a reasonable power range only recently, we invite you to explore answers to this key question:

Do new colors extend the processing range of well-known laser technologies or will they mark the beginning of a new era in laser materials processing?

Don’t miss the chance to meet internationally renowned speakers and industry exhibitors to exchange new ideas, discuss novel research results and discover latest technical solutions. We invite you to join us together with about 500 participants at Laser Symposium 2020.

Prof. Dr. C. Leyens
Conference chairman
Director Fraunhofer IWS and Chair of Materials Engineering, TU Dresden

EXHIBITION & SPONSORSHIP

Along with the technical symposium, Laser Symposium 2020 is offering an industrial exhibition. Do not miss to present your latest products and services and get in touch with your customers. As a sponsor you take advantage of increasing customer awareness in a target audience. For detailed information please visit www.lasersymposium.de.

NEW: EXHIBITOR PITCHES

Use the stage to make the auditorium aware of your company’s innovations in a thrilling 5-minute presentation! A pre-selection process, based on the submitted abstracts, will allow a maximum of 10 exhibitors to present their solutions for industrial laser processing.

POSTER SESSION: CALL FOR POSTERS

Laser Symposium 2020 provides a dedicated poster session where presenters and attendees are encouraged to interact and discuss in a relaxed environment. Authors are invited to contribute to the poster session with a topic related to laser applications.

Abstract Submission: Exhibitor Pitches & Poster Contributions
Please send your one-page abstract, using the templates provided online, to info@lasersymposium.de.

Deadline: June 30, 2020

SPECIAL FEATURES

- Business Forum: market challenges & opportunities
- Industrial Exhibition: meet the key players
- Poster Session: hot topics for display
- Exhibitor Pitches: fresh insights concisely delivered